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1. Introduction.
Convergence factors may be defined as a set of
functions of one or more parameters which, when introduced as factors
of the terms of a series, cause a divergent series to converge or a series
which is already convergent to converge more rapidly throughout a given
range of values of the parameters.
In the case of the convergence factors
generally used in practice it is further true that each factor approaches
unity as the parameters approach certain limit-values.
Furthermore the
function defined by the series for the given range of values of the parameters approaches a definite limit as the parameters approach the limitvalues, this limit being the value of the series for convergent series and a
value we find it useful to ascribe to the series in the case of a divergent
series. In the following discussion we shall find it convenient to distinguish
between the cases where convergence factors merely have the property
of reducing a series to convergence for a certain range of values of their
parameters and the case where they have the additional property of obtaining a value for the series by the process of aUowing the parameters to
approach certain limit-values.
We will refer to convergence factors that
are only known to have the first property as being of type I, and convergence
factors that have both properties as being of type II.
Several sets of sufficient conditions for convergence factors of type II
in single series that are summable by Cesàro's method have been obtained
by various writers, t The most general of these sets is that due to Bromwich.
Hurwitz has obtained a set of necessary and sufficient conditions
for this case,J which are quite similar in form to Bromwich's conditions,
♦Presented to the Society, December 28, 1923 and September 11, 1925; received by the editors

before October, 1925.
|Cf. for example L. Fejér, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (1904), p. 51; G. H. Hardy, Proceedings of the London Mathematical

Society, (2), vol. 4 (1906), p. 247; Mathematische Annalen,

vol. 64 (1907), p. 77; C. N. Moore, these Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), p. 299; T. J. Bromwich,
Mathematische Annalen, vol. 65 (1908), p. 350; S. Chapman, Proceedings of the London Mathe-

matical Society, (2), vol. 9 (1911), p. 369.
JCf. abstract, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 25 (1922), p. 156. For
a statement of Hurwitz's conditions in the case of integral orders of summability see D. S. Morse,
Relative inclusiveness of certain definitions of summability, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 45

(1923),pp. 263, 264.
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only a slight increase of generality in one of these being needed in order to
make them both necessary and sufficient. Necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence factors of type I in single series have been given
by Kojima.* These conditions, as might be expected, may be obtained from
Hurwitz's conditions by dropping the requirement that the convergence
factors approach unity as the parameter approaches a certain limit-value.
This condition is obviously without significance in the case of convergence
factors of type I.
Sufficient conditions for convergence factors of type I in double series
summable (Ck), where k is a positive integer or zero, have been given by
the present writer, t and an analogous theorem for triple series summable
(Cl) has been obtained by Bess M. Eversull.J The discussion of convergence
factors of type II in double series in my paper of 1913 contains an error,
and as a result the conditions there given § are not in themselves sufficient.
They can be made so by the addition of conditions (Dx) and (D2) of Theorem

III of this paper.
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain necessary and sufficient
conditions for convergence factors of both types in the case of multiple
series that are summable (Ck), where k is any positive integer or zero.
The theorems will be stated both for double series and for multiple series
of order w. For the sake of simplicity in writing, the proofs will be carried
through for the case of double series, the proper changes for the analogous
proofs in the case of multiple series of higher order being indicated where
this seems desirable. [|
For the applications of convergence factor theorems that arise in problems
in mathematical
physics, most of the various sets of sufficient conditions
that have been given are adequate.
For such applications, however, as
the study of the general theory of series and the relationship between
various methods for summing divergent series it seems highly important
to have sets of conditions that are both necessary and sufficient.

*Kojima, On generalized Toeplilz's theorems on limit and their applications, Tôhoku Mathematical Journal, vol. 12 (1917), pp. 291-326. See in particular §§7, 8. References to previous sets
of sufficient conditions for this case may be found in this paper.
fCf. On convergencefactors in double series and the double Fourier's series, these Transactions,

vol. 14 (1913), pp. 73-104. See in particular Lemma 4.
JCf. Lemma 8 of her paper, On convergencefactors in triple series and the triple Fourier's series,
Annals of Mathematics,
(2), vol. 24 (1922-23).
For sufficient conditions
for convergence
factors of type II in triple series summable (Cl) see Theorem II of this paper.
§Loc. cit., Theorem III; and for the special case of series summable (Cl), Theorem II.
llThe reader will of course readily see how to adapt the proof to the case of single series.
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2. Definitions and fundamental identities. The general term in a multiple series of order n may be identified by a set of subscripts (¿i, it, ■ • • , i„).
By way of abbreviation, we shall use the symbol [i] to denote this set of
subscripts.
The series may then be represented
by the notation £a[¡].
Using [m] similarly in place of the set of symbols (mh mt, • ■ ■, mn), we set
m]

W2

i"in=l

¿2=1

»n=l

T(k + mi— ii)

Ifti

(i)

Sw-

£
5Ti

T(k + m2 — i2)

~)

¿_1 r(*)r(«i - »i+ i) Y(k)v(m2- it +1)
r(* + mn — in)

T(k)T(mn

(2)

i,!? =

-

in+1)

T(mi + k)

T(m2 + k)

T(mn + k)

T(k + l)r(wi)

T(k + l)T(m2)

T(k + l)T(mn)

If the quotient (S^/A ¡(*]) approaches a limit 5 as mi, mt, ■ • • , mn become infinite, we say that the series is summable (Ck)* to the value S.
Corresponding to the fth differences of single sequences, we introduce
the following definition of the rth difference of a multiple sequence of
order n:

(3) A_....r/[i] = £•••£(•i-o

where it is understood
[i+s]

stands

1)« • • ■( - l)-(

«»=o

that the subscript

for the set of numbers

) •••(

\r — Sx/

r is repeated

ii+Si,

\r — sj

)fu+.y,

n times, and that

i2+s2, ■ • • , in+sn-

For dif-

ferences of this type with certain terms missing we use the notationf

de-

fined by
(4)

k(r,j>i)(r,p2)-"

(r,j>n)

/«-

'-pi

'-Pn

£••• «n—
£(-i)--(-D*»(
«1=0
0
(\r

- ' sj >

)/[*+•!

/

r

\

)

■

*The above definition may be used for any value of k except negative integers. In this paper
we shall confine ourselves to the case where k is a positive integer or zero. It is apparent that the definition could be generalized even for this case by introducing n different indices instead of the single
index k. The appropriate changes to make in the various convergence factor theorems in order to
have them apply to this more general case are fairly obvious.
fFor the sake of simplicity in writing, a subscript of A of the form (r, r) will be replaced by
0 in subsequent formulas.
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In the case of double series there was obtained in my paper of 1913 a
certain fundamental identity,* involving the terms of the series with convergence factors, the expressions (1), and the differences (3) and (4). In
our present notation this identity may be written f
P+r

(5)

q+T

p

q

p

r

E E aafa= E TiSii &rrfii
+ HHS. . A(r,i)fi.q+i
,-1

,_1

i-1

+ E 2JS
<-l

Í-1

,= 1

t-1

,_1

A(r,Or/p+i,J
+ E 2JS
3H■,•,

i-1

The analogous identity

Í-1

,î"1"'

Mr,i)lr.j)fp+i.t+i.
P+,'q+'

for multiple series of order w is as follows :

E • • • E *m/m = E ■• • E Su] Ar...r/[<]
il=l

in—1

tl = l

E "' - E

(6)

»1—1
r

ml

+

E ^

in-1—1 in—1
mn-*

E ' ' "E
L

+

il=l

tn— 1

j

. Ar...rCr,in)/«,l,m] +

' '
J

' ' ■

J
T

-j

E ' ' • E Sf, j m]Ar---r(r,<„-*+!)•••
(r,<»)/[<,*,m]

in-*=l

tn-*+l-l

¿n-1

' '

J

• • • + L Ú-1
E ' * * i„-l
E5ri [,'n'm]
„ A(r,,i)---(r,i»)/[i,n,m]J ,

where the small bracket symbol [i, k, m], for k = l, 2, • • • , w, stands for
the set of indices ix, • ■ ■ , *»_», *»„_*+!+»„_*+!, • ■ • , mn+in, and the large
brackets inclosing an expression indicate the sum of the whole group of
terms of similar form, obtained by permutation of indices.
3. Theorems on convergence factors of type I. In this section we
shall state the theorems of this nature for the case of double series and of
multiple series of order w>2.

Theorem
I. The necessary and sufficient conditions that the double
series Tanfn(a,
ß) converge for all values of a and ß included in a set E(a, ß),
whenever the series Eff¿í is- summable (C, r —1) and satisfies the condition

(7)

¡Sa

IAij

I< C

(i,j = 1,2, • • • , C a constant)

are that the convergence factors /,-,• (a, ß) satisfy the following conditions:
* Loc. cit., pp. 88, 89.
f The use of the index (r— 1) instead of k is for the purpose of simplifying the writing of the
identity.
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(A)

00

£ £
i-l

i1-1/-11 A-/W(a, jB)| < K(a, ß)

(E(a, ß))

J-l

(BO lim ;-> £ i-» | -ví/íK«, /3)| = 0
)-">

(£(a, 0) ; f - 1,2, • • •)

v-l

(Bt) Urn i-i ¿j'-i
*-»•
j-i

(C)

231

| Aor/iK«, d) | = 0

(£(a, « ; a - 1,2, • • •)

i'-V'-11 /«(«, ß) \<M(a, ß)

where K(a,ß)

and M(a,ß)

(E(a, ß) ; i, j = 1,2, • • •)

are finite for each pair of values of (a,ß) in E(a,ß)

Theorem II. The necessary and sufficient conditions that the multiple
series £au]/[<] («i, a2, • • • , a„) converge for all values of (oti, • • • , a„) included in a set E(ai, • • • , a„), whenever the series £a[<] is summable (C, r —1)
and satisfies the condition

(8)

| SÍ-]""/Aw0 | < C

(h, ■- ■ , in = 1,2, • • • ; C a constant),

are that the convergence factors fw (ai, • • • , a„) satisfy the following conditions :
CO

(A)

00

£ • • ■ £ (¿i • • -in)*-11Ar...r/m(ai, ••-,-01
»1—1

in—1

< K(ai,

■ ■ ■ , an)

(E(ai,

• ■ • , a„)) ;

n conditions (B,w ) of the type
(BiW)

lim t.*-» £
*„—"

• • • £'(*!

tim.1

• • •¿n-i)r-lAr...r0/m(ai,

• • • , a.)

- 0

in-l-1

(E(ai,

■ ■ ■ , an) ; Pi, ■ - ■ , pn-i = 1,2,

• • •) ;

Ct)conditions (2J,(t)) o/ iAe type
(_?!<«)

Urn

(ù-»+i • • -O-1 £

(fa-M-1.— .*»""•»)

<1-1

Pn-k

• •• £

(il-

• •Ín-k)r~1&r-rO~-ofli](ai,

• • - , a») = 0

»n-*-l

(E(ai,

■ ■ ■ , an) ; pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pn-k = 1,2,

• • •),

where the first n —k subscripts of A have the value r, and the k remaining subscripts are equal to 0, k ranging from 2 to n —1 inclusive ;
(C) | (ii • • •in)r-1fm(ai,

■■■ ,an)\<

M(ai,

• • • , a.)

(E(ai, • • • , a„) ; ii, • • • , i„ = 1,2, • • •) ;
where K(ai, • • • , a„) and M(ai, ■ ■ • , a„) are finite and positive for each
set of values of (ai, ■ • ■ , a„) in E(ai, ■ • ■ , a„).
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4. Sufficiency of the conditions.
We represent by S the value to
which Ea>'j is summable, and we introduce the series Eá«í, where ön = an—S
and the other ä's are identical with the corresponding o's. If we form
5o_1) from the series Eá>í m tfle same way that 5(J-1) was formed from

Eau, we have an identity of the form (5) between the a,-,-and the 5y-1).
Since S\')~l)/(ij)r~l remains finite for all values of (i,j) and approaches
zero as i and y become infinite, it follows from conditions (A), (Bx), (B2),
and (C) respectively that the first, second, third, and fourth terms* on the
right hand side of (5) approach limits as p and q become infinite. Hence
the left hand side of (5) approaches a limit under the same conditions, and
the sufficiency of our conditions is established.
If we allow p and q to become infinite in the identity of the form (5),
we obtain the following identity :t
00

(9)

00

00

00

E E 3iifii(«,# = TiTi SiArfij(a,ß)
¡=i,-i
i=i,=i

(E(a,ß)).

5. Necessity of the conditions.
We consider first condition (C).
If (C) were not satisfied for a certain choice of a and ß, we could find a set
of values

of i and y, (px, qx), (p2, q2), ■ ■ ■ , (pn, qn), • ■ ■ , such that

pn+i-pn

and qn+i —qn are greater than or equal to (r+1) for every w, and for which
\(ij)r~1fa (a, ß)\ =Mij becomes infinite as i andj become infinite by taking
on these values successively.
We then consider the series for which

S%-*-(ijr-x/M$

(i = pi, p2,- - ; j = qi, qt, • • • ) and S^-O

other values of i and /.
an = ArrSi_rj_r

for all

For this series
= (ijy^/Mij

(i = px, pt,

■ ■ ■ ; j = qx, qt, ■ ■ ■).

Hence [a,-,-/,-,| =M\f (i = pi, pi, ■ ■ ■ ; j=qi, ?2, • • • ), and therefore a,,/,,does not approach a limit as i andj become infinite. Thus we have a contradiction, since the series Efl*í/«¿ was supposed to be convergent.
We pass next to condition (A). Ii (A) does not hold for a certain choice
of a and ß, (ax, ßx), we can select a set of values of p, px, pt, • • ■ , pn, • • • ,
such that if we define
p p

°V= 2Z2Z(iJ)T-l\^rrfii(aX,ßl)\
t-1

,

,-1

*In the case of multiple series of order n>2 the additional terms on the right hand side of the
identity (6) are taken care of by means of the additional conditions of the form B,w.
fit should be noted that an identity of this form holds for any series 2j°f, summable (C, r-1) to
zero, if the factors/<, satisfy conditions (A), (5,), (B3), and (C).
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we shall have
ffpn+i — xTpn+r > 1

We may then obtain a contradiction
series for which

(n = 1,2,

- - •).

from the identity (5) by using the special
(if)r-1

Sl/rü=

[sgnA^ai,^)]^—
(p»+

n

f < }á

Pn+i; lú{ú

pn+i; n = 1,2, • • •),

5^-1) =0 for all other values of (i,j).
For this series is summable (C, r —1)
to the value zero and satisfies condition (7). Therefore £a¡j/ij
(ai, di)
is convergent, or the left hand side of (5) approaches a limit for a=ai,
ß =ßi, as p and q become infinite. But it is readily seen that with the above
choice of «SJJ the right hand side of (5) becomes infinite when p and q
become infinite by taking on the special set of values (p2, q2), (p3, q3), • • ■,
(pn, qn), • • • . From this contradiction the necessity of (^4) follows at once.
Since the proofs for the necessity of (Bi) and (B2) are entirely analogous,
we shall deal only with (2ii). In the case of multiple series of order n>2,
the proof of the necessity of each of the (2n—2) conditions (B,k)) is analogous to the proof here given for condition (Bi) of Theorem I.
If (Bx) does not hold for a certain choice of a and ß, (ai, di)) we can find
an e > 0 and an m such that
m

q'-lY.i'-'larofiq&ußl)]

>€

1=1

for an infinite number of choices of q, qi, Ji, •••,?»>•■•
which exceeds the preceding one by at least r.
We then consider the series for which
S'"1'

= ( - miqn)T-l[sgnArofiqn(ai,

Sir1

ßi)]

■ each one of

(1 = i = m, n = 1,2, • • •),

= 0

(all other i, j).

This series is summable (C, r —1) to the value zero and satisfies condition (7).
If we allow p and q to become infinite in such a manner that q takes on the
successive values qn—r (» = 1, 2, • • • ), the second term on the right hand
side of (5) will oscillate between values >e and <— e. The other terms
on the right hand side, and the left hand side, will approach definite limits.
Thus we shall have a contradiction, and the necessity of (2?i) is established.
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Since, as we have already pointed out, the necessity of (Bt) may be
proved in analogous fashion, it follows that all four of the conditions (A),
(Bx), (Bt), and (C) are necessary in order that every series summable
(C, r —1) and satisfying condition (7) may be reduced to convergence by
the introduction of the convergence factors fa (a, ß).
6. Theorems on convergence factors of type II.
We will now state
the two theorems of this kind for the case of double series and of multiple
series of order w>2.

Theorem III. The necessary and sufficient conditions thai the double
series Eaw/<j (a, ß) should converge in E(a, ß) and should approach S as
(a, ß)—>(a0, ßo), a limit point of E(a, ß) not included in that set, whenever
the series Ea</ *s summable (C, r —1) to the value S and satisfies condition (7),
are that the convergence factors fa(a, ß) satisfy the conditions of Theorem I
and the following further conditions:
00

(A')

CO

E E i'-'ï'11 Arr/iit«, ß)\<K

(E'(a, ß)),

t—1 J—1

(Dx)

lim
(a,ß)-.(a0,ßo)

(£>2)

lim
(a,0)->(ao,0o)

(E)

lim

E J'~l I Arr/iK«,«|=0

(i, q - 1,2, • • •),

Í-Í

E *f_11Arr/iX«, ß) | = 0

(p, j = 1,2, • • •),

»—j>

fii(a,ß)

= l

(i,j=l,2,--),

<a,0)-.(ao,0o)

where K is a positive constant and E'(a, ß) includes all points of E(a, ß)
lying in a certain neighborhood of (a0, j30).

Theorem IV. The necessary and sufficient conditions that the multiple
series 2~2aiu/[<] (ai, a2, • • • , a„) should converge in E(ax, ■ • • , a„) and
should approach S as (ai, ■ • • , a„)—»(ai(0), • • • , a„(0)), a limit point of
E(ax, • • ■, a„) not included in that set, whenever the series Ea[¿i is summable
(C, r —1) to the value S and satisfies condition (8), are that the convergence
factors /[<] (ai, • • • , a„) satisfy the conditions of Theorem II and the following
further conditions :
ao

(A')

oo

Ti'-T,
Hi ■■•in)'"11Ar...r/m(ai, • • • , an) \ <K
<i—i <«—
i
(£'(ai,
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n conditions (Da) of the type

(Di)

Urn

£

<<*i.•••,«»)-♦(»; ,(0) ,•••,'«„

•

) t2-9a

i

• £(i2

■ • -in)r~l | A,...,/W(ai,

• • • , an) | = 0

in-tn

(*i> ?2, •••,?„=

1,2, •• •),

and

(E)

lim(0)

/m (ai,

(0) J l

, an) = 1

(ii, ■ • • , i„ = 1,2,

• • •),

(■t,—/W-*(«lw,•••.«» )

wAefg K is a positive constant and E'(ai,
• ■ • , a„) includes all points of
E(ai, ■ ■ • , a„) lying in a certain neighborhood of (ai(0), • • , a„(0)).

7. Sufficiency of the conditions.
If we introduce the notation a,-,and Sa with the same 'significance as in the proof of Theorem I, the identity

(9) follows from conditions (A), (Bx), (B2), and (C). We will show that
under conditions (A'), (Di), (D2), and (E) the right hand side of (9) approaches zero as (a, ß)—>(ao, do). It will follow that the left hand side
of (9) approaches zero under simüar circumstances, and that therefore
£*>;• fa (a, ß) approaches S as (a, ß)—>(a0, do). Thus the sufficiency of
our conditions will be established.
In the case of multiple series of order
n>2 the proof follows similar lines, conditions
(Ds) (s = l, 2, ■ • • , n),
being used in a manner analogous to the use of conditions (A) and (D2).
Given an arbitrary positive e, we choose (p, q) so that

[sfrVW1] < (*/*£)

(iZpJZq).

It then follows from (A ') that
a

(10)

££s.r1)Arr/<;<«,

ß)

<-

4

(E'(a,ß)).

In view of (Di) and (D2) and condition (7), it follows that there is a certain
neighborhood of (a0, do) such that for the set E"(a, ß) of E(a, ß), lying

in this neighborhood,

p—i°°
(ID

££s.rV/.,-(«,d)
-ii—q
»

<-

q-1

££^r1)Arr/J)(«,/3)
*—pj—i

4
e

<-

4
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ß), lying in E(a, ß), may be found

such that
p-lq-l

YiTiSir &Ma,ß)

(12)

t-1

<-

i=l

(E'"(a,ß)).

4

If we represent by E(a, ß) the set of points that is common to E', E",

and E'", we have from (10), (11), and (12),

EE^rV/ii(«,Ä
t-1

<«

(E(a,ß)).

i-i

Hence E^«-1'^"
fa (a, f5)—»0 as (a, /3)—>(a0,ßo) over values included
in E(a, ß), and as pointed out above, the sufficiency of our conditions is

established.
8. Necessity of the conditions.
We consider first condition (E).
Choose a double series 2~laa which is summable (C, r —1) to a value 5V0,
and

represent

by E^¿í

term of 2~2aa> and
It then follows that
by our hypothesis
convergent in E(a,

tne series

for which

ämn = amn—S, amn being

any

the other terms á¿,- are identical with the terms ai,-.
the series Eá<i is summable (C, r —1) to zero, and hence
the series 2~lanfn (a, ß) and E*<//<* (a> ß) are eacn
ß). We have obviously

E«.v/.i(«, ß) + Sfmn(a, ß) = 2Zaufu(a, ß)
If we let (a, ß)—>(a0, ßo), it follows from our hypothesis

(E(a, ß)).
that

the first

term on the left hand side of this equation approaches zero and that the
right hand side approaches S. Hence the second term on the left hand
side approaches 5 as a limit as (a, ß)—*(aQ,ßo), and consequently
lim

fmn(a, ß) = 1

(m,n

= 1,2, • • •)•

Thus the necessity of (E) is established.
Consider next (A'). For a double series which is summable
to zero, we have the identity
00

00

00

(C, r —1)

00

F(a, ß) = 2ZT1«M", Ä = E E Sir'' Arr/fX«,
ß),
i-1

i—1

í-1 Í-1

whenever the series in the second member converges in E(a, ß) and condition (7) is satisfied.
For by Theorem I conditions (A), (Bx), (B2), and (C)
are necessarily satisfied under the hypotheses stated, and therefore the
above identity holds.* If 04') is not satisfied for a certain set E'(a, ß),
*Cf. the second footnote, §4.
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having (a0, do) as a limit point, we can select from E(a, ß) a sequence
(a, d)'s, (a(m), d(m)), approaching
(a0, do) and such that

(13)

£ £ (if)*-11 Arr/,,(a(^,
•-i j-i

/SO) | > m

of

(m = 1,2, ■■■)

for a proper choice of p. Choose mi = 3, and let (ai, di) and pi be the
corresponding values of (a, ß) and p. Take Si>Pi, and define

Sir1' = [ sgn Arrfu(ai, ßi)](ijY-1
Now choose (a2, £2) from the sequence

£ £

¿-i j-i

(1 á ! á ii)-

(a(m), d(m>) such that*

(ijY-'l ArrMcXt, ßi) | <-,

4 log wi

and let w2 and pt be the corresponding values of m and /» for which the

inequality (13) holds.

Take s2>pt and such that

£ £ (ijY-11An/«(aa,A) | - £ £ (ijY-11Arr/i/(a2,ft) I < -—.
i=i i=i

¿=i j-i

4 log Wi

We then define

„o-»
r
. (ùr-1
5o- = [sgnA^/.Xaj, A)J-

log mi

Ai < * á i«, i á i á í2\
[
.
1.
Mítstii

fi<;aü/

Continuing in this fashion, we define a series which is summable (C, r —1)
to zero, while at the same time \F(an, d„)| > (»»„/4 log mn-i) (n = 2, 3, • ■ • ),
so that 2?(a, ß) does not tend to a limit as (a, ß)^(a0, ßo) over any set
in E(a, ß). Thus we have a contradiction and the necessity of (A') is

established.
The proofs of the necessity of (A) and (A) are entirely analogous, and
we will therefore consider only the case of (A).
In the case of multiple
series of order n>2 the proof for each of the various conditions (A) is
analogous to the proof for (A) here given.
If (A) does not hold, we can find an e, an m, and a q such that
00

2Zjr-1\arrfmi(a,ß)\

•That such an (a¡, ß3) exists follows from the necessity of (E), already established.
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exceeds e for an infinite set of values of (a, ß) lying in E(a, ß) and having
(a0, ßo) as a limit point. Choose one pair of values (ax, ßx) from this sequence and determine sx such that

E j-11 Arr^K«!,ßx)| > - , E y11 A^yiai, ft) | < r-q

4

í-í-j+i

4

Then take
S mi

= [ sgn Arrfmj(aX, ft)]./'-1

(? á ; á il) .

Now find (at, ßt) such that
Eir_1|Arr/mI(a2,ß2)|
i~t

< \
o

and choose s2 so that
j

^

00

E i'"1 IA„/mi(a2,
ßt)| > A E -T-1IAn/mj<«2,
ft) I < -^.

J-»l+l

4

,--,2+i

o

Then take
■Sm7 = [ Sgn Arr/m,(a2,

ft) ]jr_1

(*1 < .7 = *2) •

Continue this process for the choice of •S'm71)(.7=<7)>
and choose all other
54(y_1)
= 0. Thus we shall obtain a series which is summable (C,r —1)
to zero, whereas F(an,ßn)>\t
(w = l, 2, • • • )• This contradiction
of our
hypothesis establishes the necessity of (Dx), and as stated above the necessity of (D2) can be proved in a manner entirely analogous.
University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio
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